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The regulatory elements that direct tissue-specific gene expression in the developing mammalian embryo remain largely

unknown. Although chromatin profiling has proven to be a powerful method for mapping regulatory sequences in cultured

cells, chromatin states characteristic of active developmental enhancers have not been directly identified in embryonic

tissues. Here we use whole-transcriptome analysis coupled with genome-wide profiling of H3K27ac and H3K27me3 to map

chromatin states and enhancers in mouse embryonic forelimb and hindlimb. We show that gene-expression differences

between forelimb and hindlimb, and between limb and other embryonic cell types, are correlated with tissue-specific

H3K27ac signatures at promoters and distal sites. Using H3K27ac profiles, we identified 28,377 putative enhancers, many of

which are likely to be limb specific based on strong enrichment near genes highly expressed in the limb and comparisons

with tissue-specific EP300 sites and known enhancers. We describe a chromatin state signature associated with active de-

velopmental enhancers, defined by high levels of H3K27ac marking, nucleosome displacement, hypersensitivity to soni-

cation, and strong depletion of H3K27me3. We also find that some developmental enhancers exhibit components of this

signature, including hypersensitivity, H3K27ac enrichment, and H3K27me3 depletion, at lower levels in tissues in which

they are not active. Our results establish histone modification profiling as a tool for developmental enhancer discovery, and

suggest that enhancers maintain an open chromatin state in multiple embryonic tissues independent of their activity level.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

Mammalian embryonic development requires highly complex

spatial and temporal gene expression patterns that are determined

by tissue-specific changes in the activity of cis-regulatory elements,

including promoters and enhancers. Identifying these elements

continues to be a significant challenge. Studies of histone modi-

fications using chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by high-

throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq) in cultured cells have defined

chromatin signatures associated with active enhancers and pro-

moters (Ernst and Kellis 2010; Ernst et al. 2011). These studies in-

dicate that enhancer activation is highly cell-type specific and is

correlated with cell-type-specific gene expression. Chromatin

profiling in the mammalian embryo, coupled with whole tran-

scriptome analysis, would identify tissue-specific enhancers and

gene-expression patterns. However, as histone modifications have

not been extensively mapped in embryonic tissues, insight into

chromatin states during development remains limited.

Efforts to identify developmental enhancers have focused on

ChIP-seq analyses of trans-acting factors, notably the histone

acetyltransferase EP300 (Visel et al. 2009; Blow et al. 2010). Sites

bound by EP300 in mouse embryonic tissues are significantly

enriched for tissue-specific enhancers. Although these studies dis-

covered several thousand putative developmental enhancers, this

is a fraction of the hundreds of thousands of enhancers estimated

to be present in mammalian genomes (Heintzman et al. 2009).

Moreover, in these studies, EP300 ChIP-seq required milligram

quantities of chromatin and technically difficult amplification

techniques (Visel et al. 2009; Blow et al. 2010), rendering EP300

a challenging target for enhancer identification in limiting em-

bryonic tissues. ChIP-seq analyses of histone modifications are a

potentially more robust method to identify enhancers, and would

reveal tissue-specific chromatin profiles.

To establish methods for chromatin state analysis and en-

hancer identification in the embryo, we mapped H3K27ac and

H3K27me3 and conducted whole-transcriptome profiling inmouse

embryonic forelimb and hindlimb. H3K27ac is deposited by EP300

and is strongly associated with active promoters and enhancers in

cultured cells and Drosophila embryonic mesoderm (Heintzman

et al. 2009; Tie et al. 2009; Pasini et al. 2010; Ernst et al. 2011; Bonn

et al. 2012). H3K27me3 is deposited by PRC2 and is associated with

repressed portions of the genome (Boyer et al. 2006; Ernst et al.

2011). Combined, these marks allow genome-wide identification of

active and repressed chromatin domains in the limb. As a classic

model for understanding how spatial control of gene expression

determines the patterning of embryonic structures, the limb offers

benchmark data setswell suited for our study. Several genes required

for limb development are known, including genes specific to the

forelimb or hindlimb. In addition, 148 active enhancers have been
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experimentally validated and 3839 EP300

sites identified in the embryonic day 11.5

(E11.5) limb (Pennacchio et al. 2006; Visel

et al. 2007; Blow et al. 2010). However,

the overall regulatory architecture of limb

development is not well characterized.

Comparing forelimb and hindlimb chro-

matin profiles will also provide novel in-

sight into regulatory differences between

these two tissues, which have similar, but

distinct developmental trajectories.

We show that H3K27ac detects ac-

tive enhancers in the developing limb.

We identified 28,377 putative enhancers

in E10.5 and E11.5 limb buds, many of

which are likely to be limb specific based

on comparisons with EP300 sites and

known enhancers. Gene expression differ-

ences between the forelimb and hindlimb,

and between the limb and heterologous

developmental states, are correlated with

tissue-specific H3K27ac marks at promot-

ers and enhancers. We describe a charac-

teristic chromatin state signature of active

enhancers, defined by high levels of

H3K27ac marking, nucleosome displace-

ment, hypersensitivity to sonication, and

strong depletion of H3K27me3. We also

find that developmental enhancers ex-

hibit H3K27ac enrichment, H3K27me3

depletion, and hypersensitivity at lower

levels in tissues in which they are not ac-

tive. Taken together, our results provide

novel genomic insights into the regulatory architecture of

mammalian limb development and identify common features of

developmental enhancers.

Results

Chromatin states correlate with gene expression differences

between forelimb and hindlimb

We characterized the transcriptomes of whole E10.5 forelimb and

hindlimb buds using high-throughput RNA sequencing (RNA-

seq). Overall expression levels are highly similar between both

tissues: We detected only 186 significantly differentially expressed

genes (log-linearmodel with likelihood ratio test [LRT]; Benjamini-

Hochberg P-value [BHP] #0.05) (Fig. 1A; Supplemental Table S1).

This set includes known forelimb or hindlimb-specific genes, such

as Tbx4, Tbx5, and Pitx1, and is enriched for Gene Ontology terms

associatedwith limb development (Fig. 1B; Supplemental Table S2;

DeLaurier et al. 2006; King et al. 2006). Several genes with un-

known functions are also strongly differentially expressed (Fig. 1B;

Supplemental Table S1). We identified 2334 novel transcription-

ally active regions (nTARs) in limb, of which 580 show significant

homology with at least one mouse RefSeq protein (Supplemental

Table S18). We identified 210 nTARs differentially expressed be-

tween forelimb and hindlimb (BHP <0.05) (Supplemental Table

S2). Although we detected 258 novel splices in limb, we did not

observe extensive alternative isoform usage differences between

forelimb and hindlimb (Supplemental Table S3). Using quantita-

tive real time PCR (RT–qPCR), we confirmeddifferential expression

for 18 of 20 genes and validated all 11 nTARs we tested as well as 12

of 15 novel splices (Supplemental Fig. S2A–C).

To compare the differential gene expression patterns that we

observed with chromatin states at cis-regulatory elements, we used

ChIP-seq to generate independent genome-widemaps of H3K27ac

and H3K27me3 in E10.5 forelimb and hindlimb. Raw signals at

enriched regions for each histone modification were correlated

between replicates, and we confirmed selected peaks for each

modification by ChIP-qPCR (Supplemental Figs. S3, S4). We iden-

tified 21,994 H3K27ac and 9312 H3K27me3-enriched regions

combined in both tissues (Supplemental Tables S4, S5). The ratio of

H3K27ac to H3K27me3 at the promoters of the 186 genes differ-

entially expressed between forelimb and hindlimb is correlated

with the level of differential expression (Fig. 2,B). High relative

levels of H3K27ac in forelimb or hindlimb correspond to increased

gene expression in that tissue,whilehigh relative levels ofH3K27me3

correspond to decreased expression. Three canonical forelimb or

hindlimb-specific genes that are also strongly differentially ex-

pressed in our data set, Tbx4, Tbx5, and Pitx1, are marked by large

H3K27ac regions in the tissue in which they are expressed, and

large H3K27me3 regions in the tissue in which they are not. In the

case of Pitx1, the tissue-specific H3K27ac and H3K27me3 regions

encompass a similar genomic interval and mark several islands of

strong noncoding sequence conservation thatmay include nearby

cis-regulatory elements (Fig. 2A). Chromatin states at promoters

also correspond to regional expression patterns within the limb

bud. UsingChIP-qPCR in E10.5 anterior and posterior forelimb,we

measured H3K27ac and H3K27me3 enrichment at promoters of

several genes with known anteroposterior expression gradients,

Figure 1. Whole-transcriptome analysis of mouse E10.5 limb. (A) Log2 (RPKM) values for 27,189
genes compared between a single biological replicate of forelimb and hindlimb. Genes identified as
differentially expressed by log-linear LRT (BHP <0.05) are shown as black circles. (B) Heatmap of selected
genes significantly differentially expressed between forelimb and hindlimb. For each gene listed, RPKMs
were averaged across all replicates and values for individual replicates are plotted as a log2 fold change
relative to this average value.
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which displayed bothmarks inwhole limb. Each promoter showed

regional H3K27ac- or H3K27me3-dominant enrichment corre-

sponding to the regional expression pattern of each gene (Fig. 2C).

To detect putative enhancers contributing to differential gene

expression between E10.5 forelimb and hindlimb, we identified

1121 intergenic and intronic sites (see Methods) that were signif-

icantly differentially marked by H3K27ac between the two tissues

(greater than or equal to twofold change and log linear LRT BHP

<0.01; Supplemental Table S8). Compared with random sites, re-

gions more strongly marked in forelimb or hindlimb showed a

weak but significant enrichment near genes up-regulated in fore-

limb or hindlimb, respectively (Supplemental Fig. S5; see Supple-

mental Methods). Although this suggests that tissue-specific gene

expressionmay correlate with tissue-specific enhancer activation in

forelimb or hindlimb, the very limited set of differentially expressed

genes and differentially marked sites precludes a robust analysis.

H3K27ac identifies developmental enhancers in limb

Given the similarity we observed between forelimb and hindlimb,

we chose to identify chromatin signatures associated with active

enhancers and gene expression changes that generally distinguish

the limb bud from heterologous developmental states. We com-

bined forelimb and hindlimb RNA-seq and ChIP-seq data sets to

generate composite limb gene expression and chromatin state

profiles, and compared these with the equivalent profiles from

mouse embryonic stem cells (MES) and neuronal progenitor cells

(NPC) (Mikkelsen et al. 2007; Creyghton et al. 2010; Guttman et al.

2010). To our knowledge, these are the only embryonic cell types

for which transcriptome, H3K27ac, and H3K27me3 data are pub-

licly available. We identified 1363 genes up-regulated in limb

compared with both MES and NPC (BHP #0.05) (Supplemental

Tables S9, S10). This gene set showed strong Gene Ontology en-

Figure 2. Relative H3K27ac and H3K27me3 enrichments at promoters correlate with gene expression in E10.5 limb buds. (A) Gene expression (blue),
H3K27ac signal (green), and H3K27me3 signal (red) at the hindlimb-specific gene Pitx1. All signal plots represent reads permillionmapped total reads. Green
and red bars below signal plots, respectively, illustrate H3K27ac orH3K27me3-enriched regions in limb.H3K27me3-enriched regions inMES andNPC cell lines
are shown at bottom. The figure was generated using the UCSC Genome Browser. (B) Scatterplot of the ratio of log2(RPKM) values for genes differentially
expressed between forelimb and hindlimb versus the log2(ratio of H3K27ac vs. H3K27me3 signals at their promoters). Selected known and novel limb genes
that show strong correlations between these values are indicated in orange. The P-value shown was calculated using a linear regression t-test. (C ) Bar chart
depicting relative levels ofH3K27ac andH3K27me3 enrichment at indicated genepromoters in the anterior andposterior halves of E10.5 forelimbbuds. (Right)
The dominant mark present for representative genes that are ubiquitously expressed (Tbx5), completely repressed (Pitx1), or regionally restricted (Hand2).
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richments for limb development and related functions (Supple-

mental Fig. S1C,D).

To detect putative limb-specific enhancers, we identified

10,968 H3K27ac intergenic and intronic-enriched regions as de-

scribed above. We filtered H3K27ac regions in MES and NPC using

the same criteria, and generated amerged set of regions to compare

H3K27ac signals across all three tissues (Methods). K-means clus-

tering identified 6027 ‘‘limb-specific’’ regionsmarkedmost strongly

in limb compared with MES or NPC (Fig. 3A; Supplemental Table

S11). The remaining 4941 regions aremarkedmore strongly inMES,

NPC, or both. The limb-specific regions are, on average, 693-bp long

and over half are located >50 kb from the nearest transcription start

site (TSS). GREAT analysis demonstrates that these regions are

strongly associated with annotated limb development genes (Fig.

3B; McLean et al. 2010). Intergenic and intronic H3K27ac regions

marked most strongly in MES or NPC are associated with stem cell

maintenance or neuronal functions, respectively. Regions strongly

marked in each tissue or cell type showed increased sequence con-

servation relative to random genomic regions, supporting their

functional significance (Supplemental Fig. S6). Compared with

random regions, limb-specific H3K27ac regions are significantly

enriched near genes up-regulated in limb (Fig. 3C). Limb-specific

regions were also enriched up to 190 kb from limb up-regulated

genes compared with regions strongly marked in MES or NPC,

suggesting that they include distant acting limb enhancers (Fig. 3D).

Transcription factor (TF) binding-site analysis of limb-specific

H3K27ac regions provides further support that H3K27ac marks

tissue-specific enhancers. We selected the top 500 H3K27ac re-

gions from each cluster in Figure 3A based on overall signal, and

identified 29 TF motifs from the JASPAR database specifically

enriched in limb-specific regions compared with regions strongly

marked in MES and NPC (Supplemental Table S12). These motifs

are significantly enriched for homeobox TFs (Supplemental Table

S13). Six TFs in this set are highly expressed in limb comparedwith

Figure 3. Tissue-specific H3K27ac intergenic and intronic regions are associated with genes up-regulated in E10.5 limb. Intergenic and intronic
H3K27ac regions in limb, MES, and NPC were identified and merged as described in the main text. (A) K-means clustering of H3K27ac signals (in RPKM)
across 39,750merged regions, using an 8-kb window centered on themidpoint of each region, revealed three tissue-specific classes of H3K27ac-enriched
regions. (B) Selected GO Biological Process category enrichments identified by GREAT analysis of ‘‘limb-specific’’ H3K27ac regions. (C ) Counts of limb-
specific H3K27ac regions (red) relative to random sites (black) near genes up-regulated in limb. Each region was assigned to the nearest transcription start
site up to 200 kb away, and enrichment of limb-specific regions near limb up-regulated genes was calculated in 10-kb bins. Error bars represent the 95%
quartile of values from 1000 randomized sets of intergenic and intronic sequences. (D) Enrichment of assigning a limb (red), MES (blue), or NPC-specific
region (green) to a limb up-regulated gene versus random regions used in C up to 200 kb away.
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MES and NPC: Alx3, Hoxa9, Hoxb3, Hoxd10, Hoxd13, and Lmx1b.

The aggregate H3K27ac signal around each motif, both in the top

500 limb-specific regions as well as all 6027 regions, exhibits a

signature of nucleosome displacement consistent with trans-factor

binding (Fig. 4A; Supplemental Fig. S7A; He et al. 2010; Ernst et al.

2011). Individual elements also show strong displacement of

H3K27ac signal away from the putative binding site (Fig. 4B;

Supplemental Fig. S7B). H3K27ac signal within the top 500 limb-

specific regions did not show displacement at limb-enriched mo-

tifs for TFs expressed at low levels in limb (RPKM <1), or at MES-

enriched motifs for TFs highly expressed only in MES (Fig. 4A;

Supplemental Fig. S7A). This suggests that the displacement sig-

nature we detected is due to recruitment of highly expressed TFs

rather than an artifact of the analysis. We also observe a nucleo-

some displacement signature in limb-specific regions around mo-

tifs for trans-acting factors that are expressed in all three biological

conditions, whose motifs are significantly enriched in all three

enhancer sets (Supplemental Table S12; Supplemental Fig. S7A).

This includes general factors such as SP1 and TBP, suggesting that

developmental enhancers recruit a combination of general and

tissue-specific factors.

We next evaluated the sensitivity and specificity of H3K27ac

for detecting developmental enhancers relative to two benchmark

data sets: EP300 sites identified in E11.5 limb and other tissues, and

the large set of enhancers in the Vista Enhancer Browser that have

been experimentally characterized at E11.5 (Visel et al. 2009; Blow

et al. 2010). Although a subset of the sequences in the Vista

browser was tested based on EP300 binding, to our knowledge

none of the sequences were selected based on H3K27ac status. We

profiled H3K27ac in E11.5 forelimb and hindlimb and generated

a composite limb data set as described above.We identified 35,755

regions, of which 14,260 intergenic and intronic regions are more

strongly marked in limb compared with MES and NPC (Supple-

mental Fig. S8). H3K27ac regions more strongly marked in E10.5

forelimb or hindlimb compared with E11.5 were weakly enriched

near genes up-regulated at this timepoint, while H3K27ac regions

more strongly marked in E11.5 limb showed no significant en-

richment near E11.5 up-regulated genes (Supplemental Tables S14,

S15; Supplemental Fig. S9; Taher et al. 2011). This is consistent

with the small number of genes differentially expressed between

E10.5 and E11.5 limbs (328 genes in forelimb and 348 in hindlimb,

BHP #0.01; see Methods).

H3K27ac significantly enriches for positive enhancers at a

similar level as known EP300 sites, but at lower tissue specificity

(Table 1). However, the specificity of H3K27ac is increased when

tissue-specific increases in H3K27ac signal are taken into account.

Limb enhancers were highly significantly enriched in the set of

14,260 ‘‘limb-specific’’ regions compared with the 8532 H3K27ac

limb regions that aremore stronglymarked inMES andNPC (67 vs.

7; P < 2.2 3 10�16, Fisher exact test). Over 45% of all limb en-

hancers in the Vista browser were marked by a limb-specific

H3K27ac region, a significant enrichment over enhancers active in

other tissues (Fig. 5A). Although E11.5 limb intergenic and intronic

regionsmore stronglymarked in eitherMES orNPC identified active

enhancers, we did not observe any enrichment for limb enhancers

(Fig. 5B). Limb-specific H3K27ac regions, but not limb regionsmore

stronglymarked inMES or NPC, also displayed a strong enrichment

for limb-specific EP300 sites (Fig. 5C,D).We also ranked all H3K27ac

intergenic and intronic regions in E11.5 limb by RPKM (Supple-

mental Fig. S10). The most highly marked (top 20%) H3K27ac re-

gions exhibit the strongest enrichment for known limb enhancers

and limb-specific EP300 sites. Strongly marked H3K27ac regions

also show a greater enrichment near known limb genes, although

we observe significant enrichment at all levels of H3K27acmarking.

These results support a direct correlation between the quantitative

level of H3K27ac marking and tissue-specific enhancer activity.

Most limb enhancers marked by H3K27ac are also marked by

EP300. However, H3K27ac identifies 23 limb enhancers in the

absence of EP300, suggesting that the marks are not completely

redundant (Fig. 5E,F). Using the sensitivity and specificity metrics

in Table 1, we estimate that in our total data set of 28,377 inter-

genic and intronic H3K27ac regions from E10.5 and E11.5 limbs,

Figure 4. Strongly marked limb H3K27ac regions are enriched for limb transcription-factor binding sites. (A) E10.5 limb H3K27ac signal density plots
normalized for input in a 20-kb window centered on limb-enriched transcription-factor (TF) motifs (Methods) for factors expressed highly in limb versus
those that are expressed at low levels (RPKM <1). Those TF motifs that are enriched in limb and whose corresponding factors are highly expressed show
signatures of H3K27ac modified nucleosome displacement (red). Motifs enriched in limb, but whose factors are expressed at low levels do not exhibit
nucleosome displacement (blue). MES H3K27ac signal at limb-enriched motifs for TFs highly expressed in limb shows low signal and no nucleosome
displacement (gray). (B) Displacement of H3K27ac signal in H3K27ac-enriched regions relative to the presence of predicted binding sites for Alx3 (top) and
Hoxd13 (bottom).
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we have identified 19,012 enhancers active in any tissue, of which

7605 will be active in limb. The total number of developmental

enhancers is likely to be considerably larger, since 36% of known

active limb enhancers are not detected by either H3K27ac or EP300

(Fig. 5E). This may be due to a lack of sensitivity in the ChIP-seq

data sets, or these enhancersmay bemarked by alternative histone

modifications or trans factors.

Chromatin state signatures associated with enhancers

in embryonic tissues

We characterized aggregate H3K27ac, H3K27me3, and EP300

ChIP-seq signals at known and putative enhancers to gain addi-

tional insight into overall chromatin states at these sites. As ex-

pected from the results shown in Figures 4 and 5, E11.5 limb

H3K27ac signal was strongly enriched at known limb enhancers

and limb EP300 sites, and exhibited a typical nucleosome dis-

placement profile (Fig. 6A,B). E10.5 limb H3K27ac signal at limb

EP300 sites showed a similar profile (Supplemental Fig. S11A).

Limb EP300 signal was also enriched at limb enhancers and limb-

specific H3K27ac regions (Fig. 6C,D). In contrast, H3K27me3 sig-

nal in E10.5 limb was strongly depleted at limb-specific H3K27ac

regions and EP300 sites (Fig. 6E,F). These patterns are consistent

with previous studies in cultured cells, which demonstrated that

addition of H3K27ac and removal of H3K27me3 at enhancers ac-

companies the transition from a poised to an active state (Creyghton

et al. 2010; Rada-Iglesias et al. 2011).We observed enrichment in our

limb input control at limb-specific H3K27ac regions and EP300 sites,

indicating that these sites are hypersensitive to sonication (Supple-

mental Fig. S11B,C).We also observed input enrichment at H3K27ac

regions identified in the independent MES data set (Supplemental

Fig. S11D). Based on these findings, we conclude that enhancers

display a characteristic chromatin signature in the embryonic

tissue in which they are active: high levels of H3K27ac, nucleo-

some displacement resulting in hypersensitivity, and depletion

of H3K27me3.

In contrast to previous studies, we find that enhancers exhibit

components of this signature in tissues in which they are not ac-

tive. H3K27ac regions in E11.5 limbmark experimentally validated

enhancers with no demonstrated activity in that tissue (Fig. 5A,B;

Supplemental Fig. S12). Limb H3K27ac regions also mark tissue-

specific EP300 sites identified in heart, midbrain, and forebrain

(Fig. 5C,D). It is unlikely that these are spurious peak calls, as we

used a stringent P-value threshold of 1.0 3 10�5 in MACS to

identify enriched regions. In aggregate, H3K27ac is present in the

limb at these sites at lower levels compared with active limb en-

hancers or limb-specific EP300 sites (Fig. 6A,B; Supplemental Fig.

S11A). This phenomenon is not unique to H3K27ac. EP300 is also

present in limb at known enhancers with no limb activity (Fig. 6C;

Table 1; Visel et al. 2009). Limb-specific H3K27ac regions show an

aggregate enrichment for EP300 in E11.5 forebrain, midbrain, and

heart (Fig. 6D). H3K27me3 was also depleted in limb at EP300 sites

specific to other tissues, and these sites showed an aggregate signal

of hypersensitivity in our E11.5 limb input control (Fig. 6F; Sup-

plemental Fig. S9B; Auerbach et al. 2009). These results suggest

that some developmental enhancers adopt a constitutive open

chromatin state in multiple tissues, characterized by low levels

of H3K27ac, EP300 recruitment, andH3K27me3 depletion. Tissue-

specific activation for these enhancers, rather than being due to

the absolute presence or absence of H3K27ac or H3K27me3, is

correlated with a quantitative increase or decrease in the level of

these marks.

Discussion

Determining the genes and regulatory elements that direct the

formation of embryonic structures is a fundamental task in de-

velopmental biology. In this study, we used chromatin profiling to

identify enhancers and characterize enhancer-associated chroma-

tin states in the embryonic forelimb and hindlimb. Our results

establish H3K27ac ChIP-seq as an efficient method for enhancer

discovery in embryonic tissues. Compared with previous studies

targeting EP300, H3K27ac profiling detected a greater number of

putative enhancers while requiring;20-fold less input chromatin.

Using this approach, we identified thousands of novel limb en-

hancers, which are enriched near known limb genes and novel

genes up-regulated in limb compared with heterologous embry-

onic cell types. This data set constitutes a powerful resource for

genetic analyses of limb development.

Notably, gene expression patterns and chromatin states in the

embryonic forelimb and hindlimb are very similar at the stages we

examined. We only identified 186 genes that were differentially

expressed between the two tissues at E10.5. Although these ex-

pression differences were strongly correlated with chromatin state

differences at promoters, we could only detect a weak association

with tissue-specific chromatin states at distal sites. Moreover, we

are overestimating the number of differentially expressed genes

and differentially marked putative enhancers that functionally

distinguish the forelimb and hindlimb. The development of the

forelimb is more advanced than the hindlimb at E10.5, and several

Table 1. Identification of active enhancers by H3K27ac and EP300 in E11.5 limb

H3K27ac or EP300 Data set
Vista positive
enhancers

Vista limb
enhancers

Vista
negative

Enhancer detection
rate

Tissue
specificity

All E11.5 limb H3K27ac regions 223*** 90*** 111 0.67 0.40
All E11.5 limb EP300 sites 114** 72*** 48 0.70 0.63**
Clustered E11.5 limb H3K27ac regions 131** 67*** 57 0.70 0.51
Limb-specific E11.5 limb EP300 sites 75* 57*** 36 0.68 0.76*

The table shows the number of elements in the Vista Enhancer Browser from each indicated category marked in each indicated set of H3K27ac regions or
EP300 sites. All H3K27ac regions and EP300 sites categories are not filtered for any genomic features. Clustered E11.5 limb intergenic and intronic H3K27ac
regions are strongly marked in limb compared withMES or NPC as defined in the text. Limb-specific EP300 sites exclude any limb EP300 site also marked by
EP300 in another E11.5 tissue. Enhancer detection rate is defined as the ratio of marked Vista positive enhancers versus all marked Vista elements (positive
and negative). Tissue specificity is defined as the fraction of all marked positive enhancers that are active in the limb bud. P-values in the Vista positive
enhancers column indicate significant enrichment for all positive enhancers versus Vista negatives. P-values in the Vista limb enhancers column indicate
significant enrichment for limb enhancers versus enhancers positive in other tissues. P-values in the Tissue specificity column indicate the significance of EP300
showing higher tissue specificity than H3K27ac. P-value thresholds: (***) P # 2.8 3 10�12; (**) P # 8.6 3 10�5; (*) P # 1 3 10�4 (Fisher exact test).
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of the differentially expressed genes we identified will be the result

of this delay (Wanek et al. 1989). Based on these results, it is likely

that a small number of tissue-specific regulatory differences drive

developmental differences between the mouse forelimb and hind-

limb during the course of early limb formation.

Our study also provides insight into general chromatin sig-

natures associated with developmental enhancers. We find that

enhancers known or likely to be active in the limb show strong

enrichment for H3K27ac, depletion of H3K27me3, nucleosome

displacement, and hypersensitivity to sonication. Although this is

Figure 5. H3K27ac identifies tissue specific enhancers. (A) Percentage of known enhancers from the Vista Enhancer Browser that overlap E11.5 H3K27ac
regions strongly marked in limb compared with MES or NPC (from Supplemental Fig. S8). (Bars) Percentage of total positive enhancers active in the
indicated tissue that are marked by H3K27ac in limb. Limb enhancers are significantly enriched versus enhancers active in other tissues (Fisher exact test).
(B) Overlap of H3K27ac regions in limb that are more strongly marked in either MES or NPC and Vista enhancers. (C ) Overlap of E11.5 H3K27ac regions
strongly marked in limb compared with MES and NPC with tissue-specific EP300 sites. Limb EP300 sites are significantly over-represented (Fisher exact
test). (D) Overlap of H3K27ac regions that are more strongly marked in either MES or NPC and tissue-specific EP300 sites. (E ) Venn diagram of Vista limb
enhancers marked by limb EP300, limb H3K27ac, both, or neither. (F ) Representative Vista limb enhancers identified by E11.5 H3K27ac alone.
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Figure 6. (Legend on next page)
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consistent with studies in cultured cells and, more recently, Dro-

sophila embryonic development (Creyghton et al. 2010; Rada-

Iglesias et al. 2011; Bonn et al. 2012), such signatures have not

previously been associated with tissue-specific enhancer function

in the mammalian embryo. Moreover, our results suggest that

developmental enhancers show low levels of H3K27ac enrich-

ment, H3K27me3 depletion, and hypersensitivity in tissues in

which they are not active. Nearly 60%of knownenhancersmarked

by H3K27ac in E11.5 limb do not show reproducible activity in

that tissue, though they are active in other tissues at that timepoint

(Table 1). This is true of other active marks as well: 37% of active

enhancersmarked by EP300 in E11.5 limb are not active there. This

signature could be derived fromenhancers that are active in a small

number of cells, which cannot be detected in the transgenic assay

used to validate enhancers. However, it is unlikely that our ChIP-

seq methods are sensitive enough to detect such enhancers. In-

stead, we hypothesize that developmental enhancers may adopt

a constitutive ‘‘open’’ state inmultiple tissues, characterized by low

levels of active marks. Tissue-specific activation of an enhancer is

associated with an increase in the abundance of each active mark

above a base level, rather than binary addition or subtraction.

Our results support this model: Known limb enhancers are highly

enriched in H3K27ac regions showing strong tissue-specific

marking in limb compared with weakly marked regions (Fig. 5;

Supplemental Fig. S10). Limb-specific EP300 sites also show

greater tissue specificity for known limb enhancers compared with

all EP300 sites (Table 1).

Binding of pleiotropic transcription factors is one potential

mechanism that could maintain developmental enhancers in an

open state. Developmental enhancers consist of dense homotypic

and heterotypic clusters of transcription-factor binding sites, and

tissue-specific enhancer activation is thought to depend on the

recruitment of tissue-specific combinations of transcription factors

(Pennacchio et al. 2007, 2006; Gotea et al. 2010; Levine 2010). Our

results support this hypothesis: The putative enhancers we iden-

tify show evidence of being bound by both general and tissue-

specific transcription factors, resulting in nucleosome displace-

ment and potential activation (Fig. 4; Supplemental Fig. S7). How-

ever, enhancers have the potential to recruit transcription factors in

any tissue where those factors are expressed. These binding events

could result in weak recruitment of coactivators including EP300,

which, in turn, would introduce low levels of H3K27ac or other

active chromatin modifications. Such collateral marking could be

due to constitutively expressed transcription factors, or factors that

are shared between developing tissues with a similar regulatory ar-

chitecture. For example, normal limb and heart development de-

pends in part on several common transcription factors, including

Tbx4, Tbx5, and Hand2 (Plageman and Yutzey 2005; Koshiba-

Takeuchi et al. 2006; Yang et al. 2006). We note that heart-specific

EP300 sites show the greatest level of collateral H3K27ac enrich-

ment and H3K27me3 depletion in limb, and limb-specific H3K27ac

sites show the highest collateral marking by EP300 in heart (Fig. 6).

Although this mechanism may maintain enhancers in a low-level

open state, the absence of critical tissue-specific transcription factors

could prevent downstream gene activation. Enhancers would be-

come active and increase target gene expression only in tissues

where the sufficient combination of transcription factors is available

(Göke et al. 2011).

This model and our results both indicate that comparisons of

chromatin-state signatures across tissues are necessary to globally

identify tissue-specific enhancers. Althoughwe have shownH3K27ac

alone can be used to detect a large number of enhancers active in

any tissue, cross-tissue comparisons of H3K27ac increase its spec-

ificity. Moreover, neither H3K27ac nor EP300 is sufficient to cap-

ture all enhancers, as nearly 40% of known limb enhancers are not

identified by either mark. Future studies to identify enhancers

should therefore include additional histonemodifications or other

factors and target multiple tissues at different developmental stages.

The approach and technical methods we describe here allow rapid,

high-throughput profiling of chromatin states in limiting amounts

of embryonic tissues, making such comprehensive large-scale in

vivo enhancer mapping feasible.

Methods

RNA-seq and ChIP-seq

All animals were sacrificed according to approved Yale IACUC

protocols. For RNA-seq, forelimb and hindlimb buds were each

dissected from two separate litters of six E10.5 murine embryos in

cold PBS andplaced inRNALater (Qiagen). Total RNAwas extracted

using the RNEasy Kit (Qiagen) and prepared for sequencing with

the Illumina mRNA-seq Sample Prep Kit. Samples were sequenced

on an Illumina GA IIx (35-bp single end (SE) reads).

For each ChIP-seq experiment, forelimb and hindlimb buds

from;50 E10.5 or;20 E11.5 embryos were dissected as above. For

each litter, dissected limb buds were briefly homogenized and

cross-linked with 1% formaldehyde at room temperature with ro-

tation for 15 min. Cross-linking was quenched, then tissue was

washed and flash frozen. Nuclei were extracted, lysed, and soni-

cated (30 min, 10-sec pulses) to produce sheared chromatin with

an average length of ;250 bp. Fifty micrograms of final soluble

chromatin was used for each ChIP and combined with Protein G

Dynabeads (Invitrogen) prebound with 10 mg of antibodies to

H3K27me3 (Millipore 07-449) or H3K27ac (Abcam ab4729). Im-

munoprecipitated chromatin was washed five times with 1 mL of

wash buffer and once with TE. Immunoprecipiated chromatin was

Figure 6. Active and inactive enhancers are marked by both EP300 and H3K27ac. (A) E11.5 limb H3K27ac signal density normalized for input was
determined in a 20-kb window surrounding the center of Vista limb enhancers or positive enhancers with no limb annotation. The strongest signal and
nucleosome displacement are observed at known limb positive enhancers. Active enhancers with no observed limb activity are marked with low levels of
H3K27ac. Black lines represent signal at random intergenic and intronic regions. (B) E11.5 limb H3K27ac signal density normalized for input at tissue-
specific intergenic and intronic EP300 sites. Signal is strongest at limb-specific EP300 sites and shows a strong signal of H3K27ac modified nucleosome
displacement. Other tissue-specific EP300 sites are enriched for H3K27ac compared with random regions (black), but at lower levels. (C ) Limb EP300
signal density at Vista limb enhancers or positive enhancers with no limb annotation. Signal was normalized versus random regions since no input was
performed for these experiments. Limb EP300 signal is strongest at known limb enhancers, but is also present at low levels at enhancers with no limb
activity. (D) EP300 signal density from four mouse tissues at E11.5 H3K27ac clustered sites. Signal was normalized versus random regions as in C. EP300
signal from limb is strongest at limb-specific H3K27ac regions, but EP300 signal from other tissues is also present at limb-specific H3K27ac regions. (E )
E10.5 limb H3K27me3 signal density normalized for input at tissue-specific H3K27ac intronic and intergenic regions identified in this study. All classes
show depletion of H3K27me3 versus random genomic regions (black), but limb-specific regions are most depleted. (F ) E10.5 limb H3K27me3 signal
density normalized for input at tissue-specific intergenic and intronic EP300 sites. All classes show depletion of H3K27me3 relative to their surrounding
genomic locations. Limb and heart-specific sites exhibit depletion versus random genomic regions (black).
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eluted, cross-links were reversed, and DNA was purified. Chroma-

tin H3K27me3 experiments were prepared for sequencing using

the Illumina ChIP-seq kit. For H3K27ac experiments chromatin

was prepared for sequencing using the Illumina ChIP-seq kit with

the substitution of Illumina multiplexing adapters and indexing

primers. H3K27me3 libraries were sequenced on an Illumina GA

IIx (75-bp SE reads). H3K27acmultiplexed librarieswere sequenced

on an Illumina HiSeq (75-bp PE reads).

QPCR validation of ChIP-seq peaks, differentially expressed

genes, novel TARs, and novel splices

For validation of enriched regions identified in ChIP-seq experi-

ments, 100 pg of chromatin from input or ChIP samples was used as

template in a 20-mL reaction containing 13 PowerSybr Master Mix

(ABI) and 1.25 mM Primers. Ct values were determined in triplicate

on an ABI StepOnePlus instrument. Enrichments were calculated

from DCt values between ChIP and input samples for each target.

For validation of all RNA species, total RNA was extracted as

described above and 5 ug was reverse transcribed using random

hexamers and SuperScript III First strand synthesis kit (Invitrogen).

Reverse transcription and negative control reactions were diluted

10-fold and 1 mL was used as template for qPCR with conditions as

above. Differential gene expression was determined as a DDCt

value for a target normalized for Actb levels in each tissue. Novel

splice reactions were analyzed on an agarose gel to ensure correct

size novel splice product, as canonical splice forms were frequently

detected andprevented accurateCt value assignment. Primers for all

regions, RNAs, and cloning are located in Supplemental Table S16.

Read alignment, splice identification, and expression-level

quantification

RNA-seq and ChIP-seq reads were aligned to mouse reference ge-

nome sequences (mm9) using Bowtie (Langmead et al. 2009),

keeping only uniquely mapped reads. ChIP-seq reads were aligned

to all nonrandom (chr1–chr19, chrX, chrY, chrM) chromosome

sequences. The reference for RNA-seq data was built using all mm9

nonrandom chromosomes plus a custom splice junction library

built from UCSC Known Genes annotation. All annotated tran-

scripts for a single gene were combined to produce a composite

gene model. Portions of a gene model that overlap another gene

model were excluded from analysis. The splice junction library

consisted of 60-bp sequences that extended 30 bp from the splice

site. All pairwise combinations of exons that maintained annotated

transcriptional order were considered. The junction librarywas built

using RSEQtools (Habegger et al. 2011). We used RSEQtools and

custom perl scripts to derive RPKM (reads per kilobase of exon

model per million mapped reads) (Mortazavi et al. 2008) values for

composite gene models. Novel splices were identified using RNA-

seq reads that map to unannotated splice junctions in the junction

library. Statistics for all sequencing runs and resulting alignments

are listed in Supplemental Table S17. We identified genes differen-

tially expressed between E10.5 and E11.5 using mouse-limb micro-

array data from Taher et al. (2011). Differential expression analysis

was performed using the limma R package (Smyth 2004).

Novel TARs

Novel TARs were called based on minimum 0.53 coverage at each

base per million reads outside UCSC Known Genes regions, with

amaximum20-bp gap and aminimum100-bp length. Novel TARs

from all four limb replicates were merged into one set if they

overlapped by 1 bp or more. RPKM values for novel TARs were

calculated on this merged set. Homology with mouse RefSeq pro-

teins was assessed using blastx with an E value cutoff of 0.1 (Sup-

plemental Table S18; McGinnis and Madden 2004).

Identifying histone modification enriched regions

MACS was used to identify peaks in ChIP-seq data compared with

an input sample fore each tissue (nomodel model and 1 3 10�5

P-value cut-off) (Zhang et al. 2008; Feng et al. 2011). Peaks in re-

spective limb, MES, and NPC replicates within 1 kb of each other

were merged. To identify intergenic and intronic marked regions,

merged peaks that were within 1.5 kb upstream of a known pro-

moter, overlapped an exon, or had a novel TAR (called at 0.23

minimum coverage) within 2 kb were filtered out. For K-means

clustering, merged regions in all three tissue/celltypes were again

merged using a minimum 1-bp overlap. BEDTools were used for

merging and filtering of these regions (Quinlan and Hall 2010).

MES, NPC, and limb expression data

Paired-end 75-bp RNA-seq reads for MES and NPC RNA-seq data

were obtained fromGuttman et al. (2010).We trimmed reads to 35

bp and treated them as single end during alignment in order to

minimize biases in identifying differentially expressed genes be-

tween mouse limb and MES/NPC. Single-end 35-bp MES and NPC

H3K27ac ChIP-seq reads were obtained from Creyghton et al.

(2010). Single-end 27–36-bpMES H3K4me3 andH3K27me3 ChIP-

seq reads were obtained from Mikkelsen et al. (2007). E10.5 and

E11.5 microarray data were obtained from Taher et al. (2011).

Fisher exact test

To identify gene differences between forelimb and hindlimb for

each biological replicate andbetween two replicates for each tissue,

we applied the Fisher exact test, which is commonly used as two-

sample comparisons in count data (Bullard et al. 2010). Replicates

were tested using a 2 3 2 contingency table (Supplemental Table

S19) with rows corresponding to each gene and columns corre-

sponding to tissue type. We performed this test between tissues in

each replicate as an individual analysis. The P-value is computed

by summation of probabilities less than or equal to the probability

of the observed table based on the hypergeometric distribution.

PrðX
+1;g = x jX+1;:

;X+2;:
;X

:;gÞ=

X+1;:

x

� �

X+2;:

X
:;g � x

� �

X
:;:

X
:;g

� � :

If the P-value is significant by a given cutoff, the null distri-

bution that there is no difference between tissues is rejected. This

same approachwas used to identify differentiallymarkedH3K27ac

regions between E10.5 and E11.5 limb.

Log linear regression model based with Poisson distribution

We compared the transcriptomes of mouse E10.5 forelimb and

hindlimb buds using a log linear model based on a Poisson link

coupled with a likelihood ratio test to allow a combined analysis of

both biological replicates by pooling samples (Marioni et al. 2008;

Bullard et al. 2010). With a Poisson link, Xgi ;Poisson ðexpðhgiÞÞ
and read count for given gene g represented by Xgi for gene g in

sample i belonging to group j, the log linearmodel is logðE½XgijX:i�Þ =

logX
:i + lgjðiÞ + ugi, where lgjðiÞ is the parameter of interest rep-

resenting the biological effect (e.g., a tissue-specific expression

difference between forelimb and hindlimb) and ugi is a second-

ary factor representing the individual replicate effect. The same

approach was applied to identify differentially expressed genes

that distinguish the limb from MES and NPC, and to identify

H3K27ac regions differentially marked between forelimb and

hindlimb.
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Likelihood ratio test statistics for log linear regression model

For each gene, by controlling the difference of two biological

replicates as a secondary factor in the log linear model, we iden-

tified tissue-specific differentially expressed genes using a likeli-

hood ratio test for the log linear model with a Poisson link. Under

the null hypothesis,

H0 gð Þ = I l1;g = . . . =l l;g

� �

= I lFL;g = lHL;g

� �

:

Two nested models (Model 1: There is a significant difference

between two limb buds; Model 2: no difference) are compared by

likelihood ratio statistics for each given gene and the maximum

likelihood estimation for (l, u) is calculated. Twice the log likeli-

hood ratio is obtained between maximum likelihood when pa-

rameters satisfy the null hypothesis, and maximum likelihood

when parameters satisfy the alternative hypothesis. This difference

is then tested by x2 distribution in the following equation:

TLLR
g =2 lg l̂; û

� �

� lg l̂0; û0
� �� �

;x2 A� 1ð Þ:

Similarly, we conducted a log linear model coupled with

a likelihood ratio test for examining genes that distinguish the

limb from heterologous developmental states. In the analysis, we

identified differentially expressed genes between E10.5 limb bud

and mouse embryonic stem cells (MES) or mouse neuronal pro-

genitor cells (NPC).

K-means clustering

Merged H3K27ac regions for limb, MES, and NPC were separated

into three tissue/cell-type-specific clusters using k-means cluster-

ing.We defined an 8-kb window centered on themidpoint of each

element and divided this into 40 bins (200 bp each). RPKMs for

each bin were calculated in each tissue or cell type (for multiple

replicates, the average of RPKMs in individual replicates were

used), such that each element was represented by a vector of 120

values (40 values for each condition, three conditions in total).

Values for each element were then normalized (each value in the

vector for a given element subtracted by a mean of 120 values and

then divided by their standard deviation) and subject to k-means

clustering using R (http://cran.r-project.org/).

Gene ontology analysis of differentially expressed genes

and intergenic H3K27 regions

Genes identified by hierarchical clustering as being more highly

expressed in a particular tissue were used as gene lists for the

DAVIDweb tool v6.7 (Dennis et al. 2003). All 27,189 genes used for

differential expressionwere input as a background list. H3K27ac or

H3K27me3 regions identified in limb, MES, or NPC were sub-

mitted to the GREAT web tool v1.8.1 (McLean et al. 2010). The

whole mouse genome was used as a background sequence for all

analysis. Default association rules and settings were used.

Tissue-specific enhancer and gene association

Each limb-specific region identified by k-means clustering was

assigned to the nearest TSS. Assignment of a limb-specific region to

a limb up-regulated gene was counted in 10-kb bins up to 200 kb

away. The same analysis was performed for randomly selected re-

gions by shuffling the same number, size, and chromosome dis-

tribution of H3K27ac regions in the mm9 genome excluding ex-

onic and promoter regions. Calculations for random regions were

done for 1000 times. Error bars represent a 95% quantile of values

from1000 randomizations. For enhancer enrichment limb,MES or

NPC-specific regions were assigned to the nearest TSS. Assignment

of a tissue-specific region to a limb up-regulated gene was counted

as above. Enrichment is calculated as the fold difference versus

random regions in each bin for each tissue-specific class of regions.

The same approach was used to associate differentially marked

regions between E10.5 forelimb and hindlimb or between E10.5

and E11.5 limb with genes up-regulated in the respective context.

Transcription-factor motif analysis

Position weight matrices for mouse transcription factors were re-

trieved from JASPAR (Sandelin et al. 2004). The genomic sequence

500 bpupstreamof and downstream from the center of the top 500

H3K27ac regions based on signal for each tissue-specific cluster

was retrieved from UCSC (mm9). Binding sites were identified

within each set of 500 sequences using FIMO (P < 0.00001) (Grant

et al. 2011). One-thousand shuffled sets of each tissue-specific

set of regions were generated and analyzed with FIMO. Enrich-

ment of a transcription factor motif was indicated if the total

number of counts in a tissue-specific set was greater than the top

95% of values obtained from shuffled sequence sets.

ChIP-seq signal aggregation

Aggregation plots were generated with a custom perl script as fol-

lows: For every region tested, a window of 610,000 bp from the

center of the region was defined and broken into 400 equal 50-bp

windows. For every window in each region, a signal density was

determined by averaging a normalized read count in that 50-bp

window. To generate the genome-wide aggregation plots, the sig-

nal density from eachwindowwas averaged across all regions. This

gives a genome-wide, average signal intensity plot from�10,000 to

+10,000 bp around the center of every region of interest. For

H3K27ac and H3K27me3 aggregations, input density scores were

subtracted from ChIP-seq density scores. For EP300 aggregations,

the signal at random regions was subtracted from the tissue-spe-

cific regions specified.

Data access

The raw sequence data, alignments, signal tracks, and peak calls

from this study have been submitted to the NCBI Gene Expression

Omnibus (GEO) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) under acces-

sion number GSE30641.
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